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Skype Enable Your Business
with

VoiceGear Connect

FREE calls to any Skype user worldwide
FREE calls from websites to reduce 1-800 expenses
FREE communication between all offices worldwide
FREE Free global calls between office and mobile employees to avoid roaming fees
FREE phone lines to add to PBX and replace expensive landlines (no monthly fees)
UNLIMITED calling in North America ($ 2.95/month/line)*
UNLIMITED calling to over 30 countries worldwide ($ 9.95/month/line)*
ULTRA CHEAP international calling (2.4 cents/minute)
*Skype fair use policy applies. Skype rates may change without notice. Visit www.skype.com for more details

WHAT IS ?

CUT UP TO 90% OF YOUR COMMUNICATION EXPENSES:

World’s most powerful line of Skype gateways for business 
Enables any business to take advantage of Skype calling
Scalable platform to meet call volume demands of a growing business          
Customizable solution that fits any telephony environment
Integrated appliance - seamless Plug and Play to any PBX
Fast ROI - in most cases between 1-6 months
Empowered by Sangoma hardware - because it must work!

VoiceGear gateway for Skype is an innovative software platform capable of integrating any 
on-premise PBX system or hosted VoIP platform with Skype. VoiceGear gateways can scale 
up to accommodate any call volume requirement and enable businesses to take advantage 
of Skype without making any changes to their existing telephony infrastructure.

Contact Us Now with Offer Code: VGSA110
Get 10% Discount

Contact Us Now with Offer Code: VGSA110
Get 10% Discount

VoiceGear Software Gateway for 
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 A powerful combination delivering Skype calling and extreme cost 
savings to any business

Gateways for Skype and Sangoma - 

Skype trunking for any PBX with up to 60 simultaneous calls per gateway
Centralized Skype access to allow employees to use Skype directly from office phones
Seamless connectivity with all Analog FXS/FXO, ISDN PRI, and SIP phone systems
Web Click-To-Call 
Multi-site PBX communication and Toll-bypass over Skype
Powerful platform with integration API for third party developers
Self installing CD-ROM (no advanced skills required)
Fully automated detection and configuration for Sangoma hardware

Features:
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